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© A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting, with an optimum combination of the

plane array antenna main body having a tiit angle,

the converter combined with this antenna main body

through the power supply portion, and the rotation

mechanism for rotating the antenna main body within

almost a horizontal plane for tracing the a2imuthal

angle direction. The plane array antenna main body

(10) has the central power supply type structure

having the power supply portion (13) formed at the

center of the rotation. The converter (20) includes

the dielectric substrate (21) having the miciostnp

channel (2ia) formed on the substrate and the cas-

ing (22) for accommodating the substiate, and is

fixed downward the antenna main body (10) and

supports the main body. The power supply portion

includes the power supply probe (13) with an insula-

tion covering, having a space formed at its front end

portion with the antenna main body (20). with the

front end portion inserted into the space, having the

central portion piercing through the casing (22) of

the converter, and having the lowest end portion

combined with the microstrip channel (21 a). The

rotation mechanism includes the cylinder body (31)

projecting downwards from the bottom surface of the

antenna main body (10) at the outside of the con-

verter (20) and the driving mechanism lor providing

a rotation power to the cylinder body (31).
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The presem invention relates to a plane array

antenna lor receiving satellite broadcasting pro-

grams to be utilized by being loaded on a car or

the like.

Description of the Related Art

Along with the diffusion of satellite broadcast-

ing in recent years, there have been many studies

being carried out on car-loaded antennas for re-

ceiving a satellite broadcasting. For this type of

car-loaded antenna, how to reduce the height for

fitting the antenna is one of the important technical

issues because the antenna is usually fitted on the

top of the car which runs on a load with height

restrictions. Further, since the antenna for receiving

a satellite broadcasting is fitted on the top of the

car with a limited space, how to reduce the area for

installing the antenna is also one of the important

technical issues. In order to reduce the height for

fitting the antenna for receiving a satellite broad-

casting, a structure for horizontally fitting the plane

array antenna having a tilt angle on the top of the

car is considered to be advantageous. Main beams

irradiated from this type of plane array antenna are

being irradiated in the direction which is deviated

by a tilt angle from the normal direction of the

plane array antenna.

In a car-loaded antenna, an automatic tracing

mechanism for controlling both an azimuth angle

and an elevation angle of the antenna is necessary

so that the antenna can always trace a broadcast-

ing satellite that changes every moment along with

the move of the car. The automatic tracing mecha-

nism not only occupies a substantial portion of the

manufacturing expenses of the whole receiving

system but also increases the height and area for

fitting the antenna. Therefore, how to simplify the

automatic tracing system has been one of the

important technical issues. Changes of an azimuth

angle occurs over 360* along with the move of the

car. and therefore, it is considered realistic to

achieve the tracing in the direction of the azimuth

angle by a mechanical rotation mechanism. In con-

trast to this trend, changes of an elevation angle

occur along with the longitude or the slope from

the horizontal plane, that is, the slope of the load of

about i 5 *
. Therefore, the range of the changes of

the elevation angle is relatively limited. As a result,

it has been considered advantageous to economize

the whole of the receiving system by employing an

elevation angle direction non-tracing system for not

performing a mechanical tracing in the elevation

angle, or a uniaxial tracing system for tracing only

the azimuth angle direction, by setting m advance

the directivity in the elevation angle direction of the

antenna to be wider.

A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting which is designed to achieve the

above-described uniaxial tracing system is de-

scribed in the paper (A.P 93-25) titled "A SINGLE-

5 LAYER STRUCTURE LEAKAGE WAVE GUIDE

SLOT ARRAY CAR-LOADED ANTENNA FOR RE-

CEIVING SATELLITE BROADCASTING", reported

by Hirokawa et al. in the technical research report

of the Institute of Electronics, Information and Com-

io munication Engineers (Japan), held in May 1993.

This paper describes a leakage wave guide slot

array antenna of a type, in which electric power is

supplied in the rotation center (hereinafter, this

type will be called as a central power supply type).

J5 having a structure as shown in the perspective view

in Fig. 5. A main body of the slot array antenna is

formed by 12 radiation wave guides nA to 11L

disposed mutually adjacent in parallel with each

other and T-shaped power supply wave guides 12

20 lor supplying a radiation power to each radiation

wave guide. Each of the T-shaped power supply

wave guides 12 is structured by a first part 12A

which is extended in its layout direction (or row

direction) by forming a combining window with one

25 end of each radiation wave guide and a second

part 12B which is extended from a power supply

probe 13 formed at the rotation center position in

the azimuth angle direction of the antenna main

body, and both of the first and second parts 12A

30 and 12B form a T branch. Each of the radiation

wave guides UA to 1 1L is structured by a leakage

wave guide which is formed with cross slots 14 in

the axial direction by a suitable number, for exam-

ple, 13 to 17, each having the same offset volume.

.?5 to achieve a beam width of about ^ 5 • around the

tilt angle direction of 52 *

.

The above paper suggests an advantage that,

according to the structure of the central power

supply type shown in Fig. 5, when a power supply

jo portion by the power supply probe 13 disposed at

the center of the rotation is structured by a rotary

joint or the like, only the antenna can be rotated

within an almost horizontal plane at the time of

uniaxial tracing, by keeping fixed the converter to

J5 be connected to this power supply portion at the

lower side of the antenna main body.

The above paper by Hirokawa et al. shows a

structure which enables only the antenna body to

be rotated by employing the central power supply

so type antenna structure and the power supply por-

tion having the rotary joint structure. However, a

further sufficient investigation is necessary in order

to achieve an optimum structure. In the central

power supply type antenna, the power supply sys-

55 tern and the mechanical system for the rotation are

concentrated and complicated at the center portion

of the antenna because the center portion is impor-

tant for both of the systems. An attempt to avoid

3
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the complication of both the electrical and me-

chanical systems would result in insufficient elec-

trical and mechanical characteristics. If the power

supply portion of the rotary joint structure and the

converter are connected with a flexible coaxial ca-

ble, for example, it is possible to release the con-

verter from the center portion and thus concentrate

the rotation mechanical system in the center por-

tion. However, since the frequency of the signal is

as high as 12 GHz. there is a problem that a longer

coaxial cable causes an increase in the transmitting

loss and a deterioration of the S*N ratio. On the

other hand, a fixing of the converter at the center

portion of the antenna main body causes a prob-

lem that this converter becomes a hindrance so

that a usual rotation mechanism of combining the

rotation axis of the motor to the rotation center of

the antenna main body can not be employed.

It is. therefore, an object of the present inven-

tion to provide a central power supply type plane

array antenna, having a structure of an optimum
combination of a central power supply type an-

tenna structure, a current supply portion of a rotary

joint structure and a rotation mechanism.
According to the plane array antenna of the

present invention for receiving a satellite broadcast-

ing, a main body of the plane array antenna in-

cludes a central power supply type structure hav-

ing a power supply portion formed at the center of

the rotation. A converter includes a dielectric sub-

strate having a microstrip channel formed on the

substrate and a casing for accommodating this

dielectric substrate. The converter is fixed at a

lower side of the main body of the plane array

antenna and rotatably supports the main body of

the plane array antenna. A power supply portion

includes a power supply probe that has an insula-

tion covering of which upper end portion forms a

space with the antenna main body, with the upper
end portion inserted into this space, of which cen-

ter portion pierces through the casing of the con-

verter and of which lower end portion is combined
with the microstrip channel formed on the dielectric

substrate of the converter. A rotation mechanism
for tracing the azimuth angle direction includes a

cylindrical body which projects downwards from

the bottom of the antenna mam body at the outside

of the converter and a driving mechanism for pro-

viding a rotation power to this cylindrical body.
When the main body of the plane array an-

tenna formed by a leakage wave guide slot array

antenna or the like is formed by a central power
supply type structure as shown in Fig. 5, conditions

can be obtained for enabling only the main body of

the plane array antenna to be rotated while keeping
the converter fixed. To be more specific, the upper
end portion of the power supply probe is inserted

into the rotation center position of the antenna mam

>DOCID: <EP 0647976A2_I_>

body and the lower end portion of the power sup-

ply probe is combined with the microstrip channel

formed on the dielectric substrate of the converter

so that the antenna main body and the converter

can be connected in the shortest distance with a

transmission channel of the simplest coaxial struc-

ture. As a result, a power supply mechanism of a

simple design with a minimum insertion loss can

be achieved. When the antenna main body is

w rotatably supported by the casing of the converter

through which the power supply probe pierces and

when the driving mechanism is released to the

outside of the converter that is fixed at the center

of the antenna main body, complication of the

/s power supply system and the mechanical system

that tends to occur at the center portion of the

antenna can be effectively avoided and an opti-

mum structure with both excellent electrical and

mechanical characteristics can be obtained.

20 Fig. 1 is a partial cross sectional diagram lor

showing the structure of the periphery of the power

supply portion of the plane array antenna according

to one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a cross sectional diagram of an en-

:>5 larged portion of the periphery of the power supply

portion shown in Fig. 1

.

Fig. 3 is a plane diagram for showing the whole

of the above embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a partial cross sectional diagram lor

30 showing one example of another structure of the

periphery of the power supply portion shown in Fig,

1.

Fig. 5 is a perspective diagram for showing the

structure of the leakage wave wave guide cross

35 slot array antenna which is one representative ex-

ample of the central power supply type plane array

antenna.

Fig. 1 is a partial cross sectional diagram lor

showing the structure of the periphery of the power

jo supply of leakage wave guide slot array antenna for

receiving a satellite broadcasting according to one

embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 2 is a

partial enlarged diagram of the periphery of the

power supply shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 is a plane

J5 diagram of the whole system. 10 designates a main

body of the plane array antenna. In the present

embodiment, the main body of the plane array

antenna has the same structure as that of the

leakage wave guide slot array antenna of the cen-

f*o tral power supply type shown in Fig. 5. 20 des-

ignates a converter, that includes a dielectric sub-

strate 21 on which a microstrip channel is formed

and a casing 22 made of metal for accommodating
the dielectric substrate 21. The converter 20 »s

55 fixed on a bottom surface 41 of a radome 40. 13

designates a power supply probe for structuring a

power supply portion, and this power supply probe

is structured by a cylindrical central pin 1 3a and a

4
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cylindrical insulation covering 13b for covering the

central pin.

Referring lo the partial enlarged diagram m Fig.

2. the power supply probe 13 is inserted into a

second part 12B of the power supply wave guide

while forming a fine space between the upper end

portion of the power supply probe and the plane

array antenna main body 10. The central portion of

the power supply probe 13 pierces through the

casing 22 of the converter and the lower end

portion of the power supply probe 13 is connected

in a stand-straight state by soldering and bonding

on a microstrip channel 21a formed on the dielec-

tric substrate 21 of the converter 20. The casing 22

of the converter for allowing the central portion of

the power supply probe 13 to pierce through it

includes a cylinder portion 22a for holding the

power supply probe 13 while compressing the

power supply probe in an axial core direction and a

flange portion 22b formed at the front end portion

of the cylinder portion 22a for rotatably supporting

the plane array antenna main body 10 through an

insulation sheet 22c. The radius of the flange por-

tion 22b is set to a value which is almost equal to a

14 wavelength of the received signal.

Referring to Figs. 1 and 3, the rotation mecha-

nism is structured by a cylinder body 31 which

projects downwards from the bottom of the plane

array antenna main body 10 at the outside of the

converter 20 fixed on the bottom surface 41 of the

radome 40 and a driving mechanism for providing

a rotation power to this cylinder body. The cylinder

body 31 has hills and valleys formed at predeter-

mined distances on the outer periphery of the

cylinder body in the circumferential direction, and

this is achieved by bond fixing a timing belt on a

plane outer periphery. Referring to the plane dia-

gram in Fig. 3, the driving mechanism is structured

by a timing belt 34 for engaging with the outer

periphery of the cylinder body 31. a pulley 33 for

engaging with the timing belt at the outside of the

cylinder body 31 and a motor 32 for rotating the

putley 33. In Fig. 3. 41 designates a bottom surface

encircled by a side wall of the radome 40. The

casing is fixed on this bottom surface to keep wind-

prevention, moisture-prevention and dust-preven-

tion states inside the radome 40.

A wave received by the radiation wave guides

11 A to 1 1L shown in Fig. 5 and propagated through

the power supply wave guides 12 reaches the

power supply probe 13 shown in Fig. 2 and is

combined with the upper end portion of the power

supply probe. The intermediate portion of the pow-

er supply probe 13 forms a coaxial channel having

the center pin 13a as an internal conductor and the

cylinder portion 22a of the casing 21 as an external

conductor. Accordingly, the upper end portion of

the power supply probe 13 functions as a wave

0647976A2_I_>

guide-coaxiai mode converter for converting the

wave propagated m the wave guide mode into a

wave in the coaxial mode. On the other hand, the

lower end portion of the power supply probe 13

5 functions as a coaxial microstrip mode converter lor

converting the wave propagated m the coaxial

mode at the central portion of the probe 13 into the

propagation mode of the microstrip mode and

propagating the converted wave to the microstrip

jo channel. The received wave that has been con-

verted into the microstrip mode is then converted

into an intermediate frequency signal by a down

converter circuit (not shown) installed on the dielec-

tric substrate, and is supplied to a BS tuner

is through a coaxial connector 23 and a coaxial cable

24 as shown in Fig. 1

.

Referring to Fig. 2. the thin (for example, about

0.2 mm to 0.5 mm thickness) insulation sheet 22c

is sandwiched between the metal bottom surface of

20 the plane array antenna main body 10 and the

metal flange portion 22b. This insulation sheet 22c

prevents an abrasion due to a friction between the

metals. Accordingly, tetra fluoride ethylene of a

small coefficient of kinetic friction (TFE; for exam-

25 pie. a product name "TEFLON") or the like is

suitable as the raw material of the insulation sheet

22c. Also, mainly from the viewpoint of the electric

characteristics of low loss, tetra fluoride ethylene or

the like is suitable as the raw material of the

30 covering 13b of the power supply probe 13. At the

position where the insulation sheet 22c is present,

a radial line is formed for radially propagating the

wave externally by the surface at which the bottom

surface of the antenna mam body and the flange

35 portion face each other. A leakage of the wave

through the radial line occurs and a propagation

loss from the antenna main body to the converter

and a subsequent deterioration of frequency char-

acteristics occur. To avoid this problem, the length

jo of the radial line is set to be almost equal to 1 4 of

the wavelength of the received wave. As a result,

the outside end portion of the radial line is an open

end and the above-described problem due to the

leakage of the wave is restricted to the minimum.

45 The power supply probe 13 also functions as a

central axis in the rotation mechanism which is

formed in combination with the driving mechanism

formed outside of the converter 20. The antenna is

usually installed inside the radome and, therefore.

so there is no risk of an occurrence of a strong

external force being applied in the lateral direction

to the power supply probe 13 due to a wind pres-

sure. Further, because of the uniaxial tracing sys-

tem for not tracing in the elevation direction, the

55 antenna main body 10 and the casing 20 are

maintained almost horizontally, so that there is no

risk of a large lateral direction external force being

applied to the power supply probe 13. However.

5
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various types of lateral direction external force are

applied to the power supply probe 13. such as a

tensile force to the motor 32 side by the timing belt

34, oscillations and shocks generated along with

the running of the car. etc. When such a lateral

direction external force as described is transmitted

to the junction between the terminal portion of the

power supply probe 13 and the microstrip channel

21 a. there is a risk of the junction being damaged

by a shearing force.

To avoid the above problem, the cylinder por-

tion 22a of the casing 22 is strongly compressed in

the center direction by a calking or the tike and a

larger portion of the lateral direction external force

transmitted to the power supply probe 13 is trans-

mitted to the casing 22 through the cylinder portion

22a. In order to prevent a damage at the fixed

portion between the power supply probe 13 and

the microstrip channel, a structure may be adopted

in which the lower end portion of the center pin 13a

of the power supply pin probe 13 is connected to

the microstrip channel 2ia through a flexible metal

(oil placed at the connection point.

A structure as shown in Fig. 4 may be also

adopted in which a disk-shaped metal engagement
member 22d covered with TFE or the like on its

surface is placed between the bottom surface of

the plane array antenna main body 10 and the

flange portion 22b to form a fine space between

the two and rotatably support the antenna main

body 10 by the flange portion 22b. and at the same
time, to form a relatively large space between the

cylinder portion 22a of the casing 22 and the power
supply probe 13. In other words, the lateral direc-

tion external force applied to the antenna main

body 10 is transmitted directly only to the flange

portion 22b through the engagement member 22d.

A vertical direction external force applied to the

antenna main body 10 is all transmitted only to the

flange portion 22 in the same manner as the weight

of the antenna main body 10. With the above-

described structure, the external force applied to

the plane array antenna main body 10 can all be
transmitted directly to the casing 22 through the

engagement member 22d and the flange portion

22a. with no external force being transmitted to the

power supply probe 13 at all.

In the structure shown in Fig. 4. there is a risk

that an inner peripheral distance between the pow-
er supply probe 13 and the cylinder portion 22a
fluctuates due to the manufacturing conditions or a

distortion of the cylinder portion 22a by the lateral

direction load during the use of the system, leading

to a fluctuation in the electrical characteristics. In

order to avoid this risk, a metal film 13c is formed
on the outer periphery of the insulation covering

13b at the center portion of the power supply

probe 13 so that the power supply probe 13 itself

5DOCID; <EP 0647976A2_I_>

takes a coaxial cable structure. The structure of the

coaxial cable can also be applied to the case of

F.g. 1.

The above description has been made to ex-

s plain the present invention in the case where the

plane array antenna main body is structured by the

leakage wave guide cross slot array antenna. How-
ever, it is obvious that the present invention can

also be applied to other suitable forms of central

w power supply type plane array antenna, such as an

antenna which is a combination between a radial

line and a helical antenna device, an antenna which

is a combination between a radial line and a micro-

strip antenna device, etc.

ts In the above embodiments, the structure using

a liming belt, a pulley and a motor has been shown
as an example of the driving mechanism. However,

it is also obvious that the driving mechanism can

also be achieved by using a pinion which is a

20 cylinder body projected downwards the antenna

main body, and a rack which is proceeded or

receded by the motor by being engaged with this

pinion.

Further, the above embodiments have the

25 structure in which the cylinder portion 22a for

piercing the power supply probe 13 through it and
for rotatably supporting the antenna main body 10

and the flange portion 22b are integrally formed
with the casing 22 of the converter 20. However, it

30 is obvious that the cylinder portion and the flange

portion may be formed separate from the casing 22
and afterward these are fixed to the casing 22.

The case of using a metal casing for the con-

verter has been shown in the above from a

as viewpoint of an electrostatic shielding. However,

such a structure may be adopted in which the

casing is formed by a resin to avoid a corrosion

and a metal thin plate is applied to the inner side of

the casing for an electrostatic shielding. Further, as

jo the structure of Fig. 3. instead of using the insula-

tion sheet 22c. such a structure may be adopted in

which a resin such as TFE or the like is coated or

plated to the flange portion 22b or to the bottom

surface of the antenna main body which is in

^5 contact with the flange portion.

As described in detail in the above, the plane

array antenna for receiving a satellite broadcasting

according to the present invention has a structure

for combining the power supply probe with the

so microstrip channel formed on the dielectric sub-

strate of the converter so that the antenna main
body and the converter can be connected in the

shortest distance by a transmission channel of the

most simple structure. As a result, a power supply

55 mechanism with a minimum insertion loss can be
achieved in a simple design.

Further, the plane array antenna for receiving a

satellite broadcasting according to the present in-

6
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vention has a structure that the antenna main body

is iotatabiy supported by the casing ol the con-

venci through which the power supply probe is

pierced and the driving mechanism is released to

the outside of the converter which is fixed to the

center portion of the antenna mam body, so that a

complication of the power supply system and the

mechanical system which tend to be integrated at

ihe center portion of the antenna can be effectively

avoided Thus, an optimum structure with both ex-

cellent electrical and mechanical characteristics

can be achieved.

Claims

1. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting, comprising a plane array anten-

na mam body (10). a converter (20) combined

with said plane array antenna main body (10)

through a current supplying portion, and a rota-

tion mechanism for rotating said plane array

antenna within almost a plane surface for trac-

ing an azimuthal angle direction:

said plane array antenna mam body (10)

including a central power supply type structure

having a power supply portion (13) formed at

the center of said rotation,

said converter (20) including a dielectric

substrate (21) having a microstrip channel

(21 a) formed on said substrate and a casing

(22) for accommodating said dielectric sub-

strate (21), and being fixed downward said

plane array antenna main body and rotatably

supporting said plane array antenna main body

(10).

said power supply portion (13) including a

power supply probe (13) with an insulation

covering (13a). having a space formed at a

front end portion with said plane array antenna

mam body (10) and said front end portion

being inserted inside said space, having a cen-

tral portion piercing through said casing (22) of

said converter (20) and having a lower end
portion combined with a microstrip channel

(21 a) formed on said dielectric substrate (21)

of said converter (20). and

said rotation mechanism including a cyl-

inder body (3D projecting downwards from a

bottom surface of said plane array antenna

main body (10) at the outside of said converter

(20) and a driving mechanism for providing a

rotation force to said cylinder body (31).

2. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting according to Claim 1 . wherein

said cylinder body (31) of said rotation

mechanism has trenches formed at predeter-

mined distances in the peripheral direction on

the outer periphery of said cylinder body, and

said driving mechanism includes a timing

belt (34) for being engaged with said trenches

on the outer periphery of said cylinder body

r. (31). a pulley (33) for being engaged with said

timing belt (34) at the outside of said cylinder

body (31) and a motor (32) for rotating said

pulley (33).

io 3. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting according to Claim 1 or 2.

wherein

said casing (22) of said converter (20)

through which said center portion of said pow-

J5 er supply probe (13) is pierced includes a

cylinder portion (22a) coaxialty surrounding

said power supply probe (13) and a flange

portion (22b) formed at the front end portion of

said cylinder portion (22a) for rotatably sup-

20 porting said plane array antenna main body

(10).

4. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting according to Claim 3, wherein

?b a radius of said flange portion (22b) has

been set to be almost equal to a 14
wavelength of a received signal.

5. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

30 broadcasting according to Claim 3 or 4.

wherein

said plane array antenna mainbody (10) ts

rotatably supported by said flange portion

(22b) through a disk-shaped engaging member
:tr> (22d) for prohibiting a relative displacement in

the horizontal direction of said casing (22) of

said converter (20) to said flange portion (22b)

and for forming a space with said flange por-

tion (22b).

jo

6. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

broadcasting according to any of Claims 1 to

5, wherein

said power supply probe (13) has a metal

j& film (13c) formed at least on the outer periph-

ery of said insulation covering (13b) at the

central portion.

7. A plane array antenna for receiving a satellite

50 broadcasting according to any of Claims 1 to

6. wherein

said plane array antenna main body (10) is

a leakage wave wave guide slot antenna.

55
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FIG. 2
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(54) Plane array antenna for receiving satellite broadcasting

(57) The plane array antenna main body (10) has
the central power supply type structure having the

power supply portion (13) formed at the center of the

rotation. The converter (20) includes the dielectric sub-

strate (21) having the microstrip channel (21a) formed
on the substrate and the casing (22) for accommodating
the substrate, and is fixed downward the antenna main
body (10) and supports the main body. The power sup-
ply portion includes the power supply probe (13) with an
insulation covering, having a space formed at its front

end portion with the antenna main body (20), with the

front end portion inserted into the space, having the

central portion piercing through the casing (22) of the

converter, and having the lowest end portion combined
with the microstrip channel (21a). The rotation mecha-
nism includes the cylinder body (31) projecting down-
wards from the bottom surface of the antenna main

body (10) at the outside of the converter (20) and the

driving mechanism for providing a rotation power to the

cylinder body (31).
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